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GIFT GUIDE 2021

Sweet TREATS
What’s the holiday season without some delicious treats? They say the way to someone’s heart is through their stomach, and 

if you’re looking for gift ideas that will leave someone feeling the love in every bite, these sweets are sure to hit the spot.

Satisfy your loved one’s sweet tooth with one of these gifts  By Cindy Brzostowski

FOLIEPOP’S

FoliePop’s imaginative creations are as delightful to look at as they are to 
eat. Their signature namesake menu item consists of a pastry base that’s 
filled with cream and then topped with a chocolate sphere, which has its 
own coulis filling. Extra fun comes in when you crack the sphere before 
digging in. Other gift-worthy options include a selection of jelly-filled  
tartelettes and signature cakes (one designed in the shape of Texas and 
another as a pair of juicy red lips). FoliePop’s has an online ordering 
option for store pickup. foliepops.com | Signature cake, $6.99.  
FoliePop’s boxes from $45. Assorted tartelettes (box of 36), $58

DELYSIA CHOCOLATIER CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES

For the chocoholic in your life, consider giving a box of chocolate truffles 
from Delysia Chocolatier. Located in Cedar Park, this award-winning 
chocolatier handcrafts its creations, which range from white to milk to dark 
chocolate. Decorated with Christmas and winter motifs, the holiday-themed 
boxes feature truffles with flavors that capture the season, such as candy 
cane, hot toddy, eggnog, and sticky toffee English pudding. The company 
offers curbside pickup at their shop as well as local delivery. delysia.com |  
Nine-piece Taste of Winter truffle collection, $34.95. 
16-piece Winter Wonderland truffle collection, $55.95

COOKIE RICH

Austin-based Cookie Rich has its own spin on the classic cookie. The 
bite-sized treats look almost like mini-burgers with two domed cookies 
sandwiching a sweet filling. Flavor combinations range from chocolate 
chip cookies with dark fudge filling to toasted coconut cookies with salted 
caramel filling. Gluten-free varieties are also available. Cookie Rich offers 
local pickup and delivery and ships nationwide. getcookierich.com | 
Build-your-own four-pack, $15. Build-your-own dozen, $33

TINY PIES

Tiny Pies’ artisanal pies—each one handmade and perfectly sized to hold 
in your hand—are sure to bring a smile to your recipient’s face. Among 
the assorted flavors, the Texas Two Step (a pecan pie layered with a dark 
chocolate brownie) is especially delicious. Looking for something larger? 
While the company is famous for its adorably petite pies, they do offer “Not 
So Tiny Pies” as well. Tiny Pies has four locations around Greater Austin, 
including one in Westlake and a newly opened pop-up in Lakeway, and they 
do local deliveries as well as nationwide shipping. tinypies.com | 
Six-pack of tiny pies, $30.90. 12-pack box, $61.80

A Token of APPRECIATION
Finding the right gift for your valued clients and business partners can be tricky. You want something that strikes the right balance between thoughtful and 

useful, and it’s important to stay within the appropriate price range depending on the industry you’re in. Here are some gift ideas to help you hit the mark.

These gifts are a great way to show your clients you care  By Cindy Brzostowski

PHILIPS WATER GOZERO UV  

A well-designed water bottle will always 

come in handy. This one from Philips 

Water does far more than just hold liquid. 

This self-cleaning smart bottle uses UV-C 

LED technology to disinfect and remove 

odors, activating automatically every two 

hours. It’s also well-insulated, keeping 

drinks at the right temperature for longer. 

GoZero UV, $55 to $77.65 on Amazon

LECTROFAN MICRO2 SOUND 
MACHINE + BLUETOOTH SPEAKER  

This small, portable device does double duty 

as a Bluetooth speaker and a sleep-enhancing 

sound machine. Stream audio over it from your 

smartphone, or choose one of the eleven built-

in sounds, which include fan, white noise and 

ocean surf. This soothing extra feature is  

particularly handy for those who have trouble 

sleeping while traveling. soundofsleep.com | 

LectroFan Micro2, $34.95

GIFTEN MARKET GIFT BOX  

Who wouldn’t like a box full of goodies? Giften 

Market offers many different themed boxes, but 

three in particular that could be great for your 

client are the Refuel, Movie Marathon and Deluxe 

Brunch crates. The first comes with cozy items 

like tea and soft socks; the second includes treats 

like popcorn and candy; and the third has all the 

supplies needed for a decadent brunch, including 

pancake mix and coffee.  giftenmarket.com | 

Refuel gift box, $45. Movie Marathon gift 

box, $60. Deluxe Brunch gift crate, $105

NOMATIC BACKPACK  

NOMATIC’s sleek, water-resistant 

backpack, which can also conve-

niently be held like a briefcase, 

is great for going to work or even 

jet-setting. It has more than 20 

thoughtfully designed features,  

including a lockable security  

pocket, a protective shell for  

sunglasses, a magnetic water bottle 

pocket and a retractable key leash. 

With its built-in expansion, the 

backpack can accommodate 20  

to 24 liters. nomatic.com | 

NOMATIC Backpack 15L, $250

WILLIAM JAMES HOLIDAY 
LOVE GIFT BASKET 

For another gift basket option,  

consider one from William James 

Gifts. Each of the food products in their 

packages is gluten-free and comes from 

a small business. A fitting choice for the 

season, the Holiday Love gift basket includes chocolate 

chip cookies, smoky maple bacon mustard, black lava sea 

salt caramels, dried mango slices, hot fudge and more. 

williamjamesgifts.com | Holiday Love gift basket, $88
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